ADDENDUM TO

School of Biomedical Informatics

2018-2020 Catalog

Reason for change: Progression requirements were outlined and must be added for the new DHI degree program.

Addition of DHI program Progression requirements (page 67)

Progression

The DHI Progression Gates or Milestones are required tasks and assignments that must be completed, in a satisfactory manner, during each specified semester. Said Progression Gates are outlined in the DHI Progression Gates Canvas course. These Progression Gates include required attendance at all on campus DHI Visits/Seminars that take place in Houston.

Failure to complete ANY Progression Gate can result in a student being referred to SBMI's Admissions, Progression & Graduate Committee for student review and potential disciplinary action. Students must resolve all outstanding Progression Gates by the end of the next semester or they will be unable to enroll going forward.

All DHI Students must work with their Academic Advisor regarding any issues regarding Progression Gate completion.